Suppression of bleomycin-induced nitric oxide production in mice by taurine and niacin.
The effects of taurine (T) and niacin (N) on the influx of inflammatory cells and nitric oxide (NO) levels in bronchoalveolar lavage fluid (BALF) and expression of inducible NO synthase (iNOS) mRNA and iNOS protein in lungs were evaluated in the bleomycin (BL)-mouse model of lung fibrosis. Mice were placed into four groups: saline-instilled (SA) with a control diet (CD) (SA + CD); saline-instilled with TN (1% taurine in water + 2.5% (w/w) niacin in diet) (SA + TN); BL-instilled with CD (BL + CD); and BL-instilled with TN treatment (BL + TN). There was no difference in differential cell counts in BALF between the SA + CD and SA + TN control groups. Intratracheal instillation (IT) of BL (0.1 U/mouse) in mice stimulated an early influx of neutrophils followed by an increase in lymphocytes and macrophages in the BL + CD group. Taurine and niacin treatment significantly reduced the numbers of neutrophils, lymphocytes, and macrophages in the BL + TN group and caused significant reductions in BL-induced increases in the lung hydroxyproline content at 14 and 21 days in the BL + TN group. The mice in the SA + CD and SA + TN control groups had low levels of NO in BALF, whereas mice in the BL + CD group as compared to the SA + CD control group had elevated levels of NO from day 3 through day 21. Taurine and niacin treatment caused significant reductions in BL-induced increases in NO levels in BALF from mice in the BL + TN group at 7, 14, and 21 days as compared to the corresponding BL + CD group. The increases in NO levels in BALF from the BL + CD group were associated with elevated levels of iNOS gene expression and protein in the lungs. RT-PCR analysis of total RNA isolated from the lungs indicated that taurine and niacin treatment suppressed the BL-induced increases in iNOS message and iNOS protein. The ability of taurine and niacin to suppress the BL-induced increased production of NO secondary to decreases in iNOS mRNA and protein appears to be one of the mechanisms for their anti-inflammatory and antifibrotic effects.